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FOREWORD
From the Editor

P^B^|hose brave (and peerless) readers who trundle through
the filamented networks and porous integuments of
Gottfried Leibniz's monadic cosmos soon discover that
modern historical dialectics won't hold water in eighteenthcentury streams.
In this German philosopher-theolgianmathematician's interconnected universe, every action induces
a plurality of responsorial actions—and very few of them are
equal, opposite, or antithetical. Leibniz deems every mo
nad—every identity—related to every other; post-Marxian
dualities count for little alongside his Hanoverian multiplicities.
In Leibniz's early-modern exploration of divine cyberspace, true
opposition becomes impossible. When everything is related to
everything else, anything is already incorporated into anything,
no matter how isolated or dyadic or isolated or "ornrey" a
critter it might otherwise seem.
Leibniz's cognitive ontology teaches a lesson to contempo
rary pedagogues and reformers. From its beginnings, our
modern Mobydickian mania for non-canonical, marginal texts
has suffered from "Missing Antithesis Disorder" ("MAD"). It
was, for example, only a short time after the initial wave of
interest in overlooked women's works that their overlookedness
began to disappear. A flood of new studies and editions soon
drowned out Dame Obscurity's last gasp. The resulting de facto
establishment of a small canon of women writers—Aphra Behn,
Eliza Haywood, Jane Barker, Sarah Fielding, a few others—put
an end to the apparent dichotomy between "major" antholo-
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gized authors and their "minor," underappreciated female
counterparts. As the body of women's writing became ever
more popular and standardized, it began to parody the "male"
canon. Additional problems resulted from the embarrassing
recognition that many women writers, whether Anne Radcliffe
or Jane Austen, were already firmly established in curricula
around the country.
"MAD" gradually infected other fields;
new topics for
literary study seemed less and less radical as plantation
narratives sounded more and more like spiritual biographies, as
travel narratives incorporated third world texts, and as middleclass Robinson Crusoe, frozen up in his Farther Adventures for
a winter in sociable but claustrophobic Moscow, found himself
in a situation similar to third-world Friday's, stuck as he was in
cheerful servitude. Today, "MAD" has advanced so far that
nominally marginal writers regularly appear in officially noncanonical anthologies of standard non-canonical texts edited by
famous non-canonical scholars and published by widelyrecognized non-canonical presses. From such corporate efforts
at ersatz ignobility we expect (and receive) the golden top-40
hits of non-conformity.
The cause of "MAD" is an obsession with the category as a
tool of literary criticism. The moment we postulate the
existence of, say, a "colonial discourse," we postulate the
existence of some set of works that define it. The literary
equivalent of a street gang, such ad hoc mini-canons put the
squeeze on other works bordering their territories. They start
reflecting the exclusivity of the "canon." Such a "new" body of
works quickly loses its character as an antithesis to the canon,
leading critics to start looking around for yet another antithesis,
an antithesis that is also subsequently assimilated into its own
canon or mainstream. "MAD" is thus sometimes a complica
tion of "SAD," "Short-term Antithesis Disorder," in which a
small corpus of unfamiliar works sustains its character as an
antithesis for only a brief time, usually until a big-name scholar
digests it into an anthology.
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One major cause of all these maladies is that antithesis to the
age-old fear of the vacuum: the fear of the plenum. It is easy
to create a simple dispute between a handful of old-boy authors
like Fielding or Smollett and a handful of virago wanna-bes like
Haywood or Barker. It is far more difficult to deal with the
huge mass of once- or never-popular material, to read squirrelly
treatises on insect lore or to parse hyper-alert expositions on the
interpretation of dreams. The sermons of ranting clergymen
are a much harder go for most readers than are the meanderings
of Clara Reeve or Olaudah Equiano, if only because sermons
don't oppose any straw man other than the Devil.
To the recovery of the latter (non-)antithesis, to juxtaposing
enormous authors against the enormity of extraneous scribblings, this issue is dedicated. The opening essays of the volume
examine such central figures as Hogarth, Burke, and Pope, but
they also probe far beyond the farthest fringes of marginalist
orthodoxy, looking at such genuinely diverse topics as
vegetarianism, chocolate, and that would-be dissenting gnostic
illuminatus, Benjamin Whichcote. This volume offers a feature
section on Swift, a renowned author, but it also offers a section
on the twenty-fifth anniversary of the publication of Poems on
Affairs of State, a great nebula of sometimes witty, sometimes
worrisome, sometimes worn-out ^Eolian eruptions from
poetasters in every conceivable political "context." Time and
again, this volume unveils the marginality, unfamiliarity, oddity,
and ephemerality embedded in even the most canonical texts.
Dean Swift exposes the underexamined world of Irish studies;
Hogarth combs the ends of the earth for incongruous imagery;
squat little Pope reaches beyond the reach of art, into a world
of sublimity. Former Louisiana Governor and Senator Huey
Long proclaimed "every man a king," and so this volume
declares every major book a broadside or pamphlet in
disguise—an ephemeral, irregular outburst, albeit one carried to
great length. The profusion of eccentric, exceptional, and
obscure materials that "major" Augustan authors quote, exploit,
plagiarize, absorb, transfigure, or otherwise reprocess draws
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them all far beyond the mai^ins of not only discourse, but of
astronomy, anthropology, theology, philosophy, sociology and
zoology—beyond everything that, prior to the eighteenth
century, eye had seen or ear had heard. That mythical
impartial visitor from outer space, were he-she-or-it plopped
down in an eighteenth-century studies library and presented
with all the available jottings from our period, would probably
judge Richardson or Goldsmith or Johnson as even more
bizarre than any of their more marginal colleagues, and
certainly as more proficient at the pose of exceptionality.
This volume marks another first in the history of 1650-1850:
not just one, but two special features. The first of the two
features, under the able editorship of James Thorson, congre
gates essays from the next generation of Swift scholars, from
young blades honed on the wisdom of Ehrenpreis (and his
apostles) but whetted and sharpened in a later day. , Covering
everything from the confrontation with filth to the expansivity
of the New Science, Thorson's lively young neo-Scriblerians
prove that a later age need not be a leaden one. His postpostmodern interpreters of Swift are to the golden age of Swift
studies what Einsteinium is to a natural metal. The second
special feature, edited by D. N. DeLuna, calls together essays
from the most prestigious scholars of Restoration literature by
way of celebrating the "silver-plus-ten" anniversary of the
publication of the Yale edition of Poems on Affairs of State, one
of the most cited (and most entertaining) collections ever to
glide down the scholarly bookshelf. The two special features
together virtually define the Augustan universe, with the surly
but engaging Swift using moral imperatives to represent
deviance and with the political ditties of Poems on Affairs of
State bantering in comic ways about serious metaphysical and
political ideas.
Volume three also marks both a sad and happy transition.
It is with regret that we note the departure of Laura Morrow
as Book Review Editor, whose admirable work has filled many
a volume with choice reviews from rare scholars, all of them
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well done. It is with great jubilation that we announce the
appointment of Anna Battigelli as our new Book Review
Editor, whose duties will begin with our next issue, volume 5.
A senior professor in the English Department of the State
University of New York at Plattsbui^h, Professor Battigelli is
a distinguished expert on Dryden and on Cavendish, on whom
she has two books under contract with major presses. She has
published widely on both the ideas and aesthetics of every
modern age, a feat that makes her ideally suited for the Book
Review Editorship. We congratulate and appreciate her!
The most varied fare ever offered in any volume of
1650-1850 awaits. For those who read Simon Varey's article on
coffee and chocolate or Timothy Morton's on vegetables, even
the intellectual equivalent of place-settings are provided. As
Alexander Pope, the topic of Professor Vermeule's article,
would counsel, "Drink deep" and frolic in "this Pierian spring!"
In 1650-1850, no "shallow Draughts" will dare "intoxicate the
Brain," for oceans of erudition and goblets of grandiloquence
are all that our authors have to offer!
KEVIN L. COPE
Baton Rouge
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